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Independence Day Celebration
15 Aug 2019

It was the very first cultural program of our 
school that was held at the newly built ‘Games 
arena’. Children performed songs, dances etc on 
the stage. There was a display of the children’s 
art and activity works near the stage.

on the auspicious occasion of Janamashtami, a program was 
conducted by the pre-primary section of Ruby Park Public School, 
Kolkata.

all students were dressed up as ‘Krishna’ and ‘Radha’ for the 
occasion. The children participated in a dance number and also 
sang a song about the life and history of ‘lord Krishna’.

The celebration started from the beginning of the week with the 
students enjoying art and craft activities and listening to stories 
pertaining to the lifestyle of ‘Krishna’.

on the occasion of ‘Teachers’ day’ celebrated on the 5th of 
September 2019, the students of Ruby Park Public School 
showcased their love and respect for their beloved teachers 
through various song and dance performances.

Janamastami Celebration
22 Aug 2019

Teachers’ Day
5 Sept 2019

EvEnts & ActivitiEs 

A wAlk down the memory lAne
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Hindi Diwas Celebration
20 Sept 2019

Durga Puja Celebration
3 Oct 2019

Pottery Making
31 Oct 2019

EvEnts & ActivitiEs 

on account of 'Hindi Diwas', officially celebrated on the 14th of 
September, an event was organized by the Hindi Department of Ruby 
Park Public School, Kolkata.

The students performed songs on 'Hindi bhasha' followed by a few lines 
on the importance of ‘Hindi’ as a language. a quiz competition along 
with a few other activities were also held to make the event funfilled 
and interesting for the students. 

The event was an initiative to make the students respect and learn 
the importance of our official language – ‘Hindi’. The event ended 
with the release of the book 'Chayanika' - (a compilation of Hindi 
poems & stories by the students of RPPS) by our respected Principal, 
Mrs. Joyita Majumder.

on the auspicious occasion of Durga Puja, a 
special assembly was conducted at Games arena 
of our school premises. a medley of songs, dance 
and a musical skit on Durgotsav was performed 
by the students as a festive mark of the victory 
of good over evil. The entire school participated 
in the event.

for the first time in our school the students 
experienced Pottery activity where a potter 
along with his equipment came over to 
show children the art of making pots. The 
students witnessed it and even tried their 
hands at it. It was a new and fun filled 
activity for our students.
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Guru Nanak Jayanti Special Assembly
11 Nov 2019

Children’s Day
14 Nov 2019

The students of Ruby Park Public School celebrated Guru nanak Jayanti 
on 11th november which is the birth anniversary of the first Guru and 
the founder of the Sikh religion, Guru nanak.The whole of Pre-primary  
section was involved in the celebration. The celebration started with the 
lighting of the lamp and garlanding of the photo of Guru nanak.The 
students were shown a video on the life of Guru nanak. They were also 
told about the teachings of the Guru. They also recited the Mool-Mantra 
which is laid down by the Guru himself. The children of Pre-primary  
section prepared some craft work also that highlighted the importance of 
different articles of faith in Sikhism.

The students of Ruby Park Public School celebrated Children’s 
Day on 14th november which is the birthday of Pandit Jawaharlal 
nehru, the first Prime Minister of India.The celebration started 
with the lighting of the lamp and garlanding of the photo of 
Pt. Jawaharlal nehru by our respected Principal Ma’am along 
with some children from the Pre-Primary section. our Principal 
Ma’am gave a motivating speech to the students. The dance 
teachers performed a  classical dance performance for the 
students. The academic teachers also performed a dance 
performance for their students which was liked by all. This 
was followed by a Tabla performance and a solo performance 
by our respective music teachers. The celebration ended with 
a chorus song performance by the teachers for their loving 
students.

EvEnts & ActivitiEs 
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Inauguration of Bulbul – Bharat Scouts and Guides
16 Dec 2019

Genesis
21 Dec 2019

‘Genesis’ was the colourful Christmas celebration along 
with annual exhibition and cultural program. The exhibition 
was held in the Games arena and the cultural program 
took place at the courtyard of Ruby Park Public School on 
21st December 2019. The vast space of the Games arena 
was decorated in magnificent bright colours and lit up with 
countless lights. a very interesting exhibition of students was 
held, it was surprising to see the various pieces of handwork 
of such high standards. There were many sections to interest 
parents who came to see the work of their children. a cultural 
program was also organized and students of different classes 
performed very well in dance, singing and musical play. The 
program concluded with vote of thanks and was followed by 
the Singing of the national anthem.

The bharat Scouts and Guides is the national 
Scouting and Guiding association of India. The 
national headquarters of the bSG is recognized 
by the Govt. of India. It was founded on 7th 
november 1950. The bUlbUlS is a part of the 
bSG which trains young girls aged 5-10 years to 
be a cheerful, healthy and responsible citizen of 
India. It also helps a girl to develop good habits 
which leads to good character. a bUlbUl 
always does a good turn. We have had an 
inauguration of the bulbul scouts and guides in 
the ‘Games arena’ with the presence of guests.

EvEnts & ActivitiEs 
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National Youth Day + Chess Competition
12 Jan 2020

Educational Trip to Alipore Zoo
Jan 2020

Ruby Park Public School Celebrated Swami Vivekananda’s birthday on 
January 12, as national Youth Day to honour the great spiritual and 
social leader and to encourage the students. on that day the Students 
of Ruby Park Public School participated in special Cultural Program, 
created craftworks and participated in chess competition. anindya 
Dutta of Class VII, stood first in the chess competition. The main 
objective was to promote rational thinking among the students.

EvEnts & ActivitiEs 

RPPS arranged for an educational trip to one of 
the oldest zoological gardens of India, the alipore 
Zoo. Students of the pre-primary and the primary 
section were taken on this educational trip to 
encourage their love for environment and make 
them aware of the wildlife resources. They were 
guided by mentors, and they learnt to connect 
with nature and other animals on this trip. The 
day was distinguished by learning, fun, team 
spirit and bonding with nature.
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Republic Day Celebration
26 Jan 2020

Ruby Park Public School celebrated 
the 71st Republic Day of India on 26th 
January 2020. brigadier Ranjith nair 
was the Chief Guest of the event. 
The event started with Parade by the 
students of primary and upper primary 
level. The national flag was unfurled 
to the tunes of the national anthem. 
This was followed by a cultural 
function celebrating the diversity of 
India, the auditorium resonated with 
the feelings of Unity in Diversity.

International Mother Tongue Day
18 Feb 2020

Colouroma
6 Mar 2020

International Mother Tongue Day was celebrated on 21st february. 
Students from nursery to Class IV performed various things like 
recitation, dance, music to express love for their mother tongue.

‘ColoURoMa’ was celebrated on 
the occasion of Doljatra. Students 
from nursery to VIII participated 
in this event. The programme 
started with "Prabhat Pheri". There 
were other live musical and dance 
performances by the students as 
well.

EvEnts & ActivitiEs 
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Photo GAllEry
of 2019-20

No Plastic Bag Week  5 August – 9 August 2019

SAFE DRIVE SAVE LIFE 
(in collaboration with Kolkata Traffic Police)
26 August 2019

Red Day
30 August 2019

Community Helpers of
Society 
11 September 2019

Kite Making Activity
18 September 2019

Storytelling with Puppets
30 September 2019
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Photo GAllEry
of 2019-20

Science Quiz Competition
30 September 2019

Poster Making on
Gandhi Jayanti
26 September 2019

Diwali Celebration
26 October 2019

Bengali Debate 
Competition
4 October 2019

Interhouse Eastern Vocal Music Competition
21 November 2019

Maths Quiz for Little Maths Wizards
6 December 2019
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Go Green Initiative 
20 December 2019

Netaji Jayanti
22 January 2020

AchiEvErs of 2019-20

SL 
NO

NAME CL. EVENT POSITION

1 burhanuddin Patel I Maths olympiad Silver Medal

2 Tanish Madnani I Hummingbird Spell bee Silver Medal

3 Tanish Madnani I Science olympiad Gold Medal

4 Tanish Madnani I Maths olympiad Medal of Distinction + Certificate of 
Distinction

5 Md najib Khan I Hummingbird Spell bee Silver Medal

6 Yuvraj Roy Chowdhury I Maths olympiad International bronze Medal + Certificate of 
outstanding Performance

7 Yash Raj I Maths olympiad Gold Medal

8 Samar Saha I Maths olympiad bronze Medal

9 Samar Saha I Hummingbird Spell bee Gold Medal

10 Md ashim I Hummingbird Spell bee Silver Medal

11 Pranjal Sinha I Hummingbird Spell bee bronze Medal

12 aariketh Sinha II SIP arithmetic Genius all India Inter School 
Contest

Won in 2nd Round State level

13 Taufique alam II Maths olympiad Gold Medal

14 Rakshith Marisetty III Science olympiad Gold Medal

15 Suryanshu Chaudhary IV Maths olympiad Gold Medal

16 oishiparna Saha V Hummingbird Spell bee Gold Medal

17 Smith Ghosh V Science olympiad Gold Medal

18 Rishab Das VI Maths olympiad Gold Medal

19 Satyaveer bhartia VI Hummingbird Spell bee Gold Medal

20 Rheanna bernard VI Hummingbird Spell bee Silver Medal

21 aayush Chaudhary VI Hummingbird Spell bee bronze Medal

22 aayush Chaudhary VI Science olympiad Gold Medal

23 aarav Dey Sarkar VII Hummingbird Spell bee Gold Medal

24 Shreya Varghese VII Hummingbird Spell bee Gold Medal

25 Shyalona Ghosh VII Science olympiad Gold Medal

26 Soumya Ranjan Mahakul VIII Pragya, Shabd binyas, Delhi Public School 
Ruby Park

first Position

27 Sagneek aratrik Sarkar VIII Science olympiad Gold Medal

28 Priyanjana Sanyal VI Kolkata literary Meet Story and art selected and Displayed

29 Shyalona Ghosh VII Kolkata literary Meet Story and art selected and Displayed

Photo GAllEry
of 2019-20
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Ebix Smart Class Workshop 
June 2019

Workshop on Child Psychology:  
Learning Disabilities of Children
July 2019

NIIT Nguru Math Lab Demo Workshop
July 2019

Workshop on ‘Touch’
September 2019

Workshop on ‘Issues and Remedies Relating to Physical and  
Emotional Abuse of Children’
November 2019

WorkshoPs in cAmPus

RUbY PaRK PUblIC SCHool organised “SMaRT ClaSS WoRKSHoP” for teachers on 
3rd June 2019. Teachers are constantly striving to make learning interactive in the 
best possible way. Many schools are now equipped with Smartboards with interesting 
a/V content so as to make learning fun for children. The ebix Smart Class Workshop 
intended to train teachers to use the smart boards for better learning experience for 
students.

a workshop was conducted by oXfoRD UnIVeRSITY at RUbY PaRK PUblIC SCHool 
on 13th July 2019. The topic was ‘learning disabilities faced by children’. Mrs Pitambari 
bagla, was the resource person of the day. Some points discussed by her were Dyslexia, 
Disgraphia, Discalculia, Dyspraxia.  The workshop was attended by many teachers 
from prominent schools of KolKaTa. Remedies to such problems were discussed in 
detail.

RUbY PaRK PUblIC SCHool hosted a mathematical workshop by nIIT nGURU on 25th July 2019. nGURU Math lab lab experts 
Mrs Ratna Das and Mrs Gunjan gave a comprehensible demonstration and discussed why children fear Mathematics when 
taught in traditional manner. They displayed various manipulatives that can be used to clear the concepts mainly in geometry, 
3-d shapes etc. This workshop was only for Math lab expert members and teachers of RUbY PaRK PUblIC SCHool. It will be 
fruitful for our students to develop the concepts with the help of different tool and objects.  

a workshop for teachers was conducted at RUbY PaRK PUblIC SCHool, KolKaTa on 06/11/2019, hosted by ‘The Times of 
India – newspaper in education, resource person, Ms Indrani Ganguly. The workshop was attended by many teachers from 
prominent school of KolKaTa, along with teachers of the Ruby Park Public School. Teachers can provide necessary support to 
the child; they can play a role in identifying the signs of abuse. This workshop was for teachers to spread awareness amongst 
students and parents.
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WorkshoPs in cAmPus

Workshop on Footcare
November 2019

Conserve My Planet
November 2019

Karate Training for Students of Ruby Park Public School
December 2019

Workshop by CRY
December 2019

a workshop on “fooTCaRe” was 
conducted by baTa (in collaboration 
with Sharp nGo) at RUbY PaRK 
PUblIC SCHool on 28th november 
2019. all students from classes IV to 
VIII attended the workshop. Dr.Khara, 
physiotherapist demonstrated simple 
foot exercises to our students. This 
was followed by a poster making 
competition on “fooTCaRe.”

on 12th December 2019 a workshop was 
organized on “KaRaTe TRaInInG anD Self 
DefenSe” by RUbY PaRK PUblIC SCHool. Sensei 
Deepak Kr. Shaw conducted the session, He is 
the Chief instructor of JKf GoJUKaI KaRaTe- 
Do KenbUKan InDIa.This workshop helped 
students in building their mental and physical 
strength to combat difficulties with physical 
and emotional strength, fitness and presence of 
mind. all students from class II to class VIII were 
a part of the workshop. 

on 13th December 2019 CRY celebrated 
“YelloW felloW CaMPaIGn” at RUbY 
PaRK PUblIC SCHool. The “Young Yellow 
fellows” of RUbY PaRK PUblIC SCHool 
performed a few creative, quirky, fun and 
engaging activities to spread the spirit of 
happy, healthy and creative childhood in 
the school. The children wore yellow socks 
and took part in this delightful session. 
every child has the right to lead a happy 
childhood and CRY aspires to spread this 
awareness through a series of meaningful 
activities. 

a workshop on “ConSeRVe MY PlaneT” 
was conducted by SCHneIDeR eleCTRIC 
in association with Sharp nGo at RUbY 
PaRK PUblIC SCHool for the senior classes. 
This workshop highlighted the importance 
of conserving electricity and using eco-
friendly measure at home and at school. The 
facilitator Ms. Simran Shahnawaz made the 
workshop thought provoking and engaging. 
The workshop also included quizzes and 
extempore which made the workshop 
interesting for the students. It also taught 
the children different ways on how to achieve 
energy efficiency.
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Class Event Position Name
I & II Mixed Relay Race 1st Md ashim, burhanuddin Patel, Samar Saha

2nd aarin Pal, Tanish Madnani, ayan ahmed Khan

3rd aradhya Ray, Pranjal Sinha, Sahil basak

II Mixed Relay Race 1st Md. Taufique alam, ananya Jha

2nd Saptak Mukherjee, aariketh Sinha

3rd aditya Kumar Pandey, Sai Sankar Prusty

III 50 mtr Sprint (boys) 1st avadeesh Mukherjee

2nd alok anand

3rd adhiraj Guha

III & IV 50 mtr Sprint (Girls) 1st Kritika Yadav

2nd afifa Kausar Khan

3rd nirisha Singh

IV 50 mtr Sprint (boys) 1st ajitesh Kumar ojha

2nd Suryanshu Choudhury

3rd Upendra Kumar

V 100 mtr Sprint (boys) 1st Vihan Paswan

2nd v

3rd ayan adhikary

V & VI 100 mtr Sprint (Girls) 1st anusha Singh

2nd Priyanjana Sanyal

3rd Raya Hazra

VI 100 mtr Sprint (boys) 1st Saifur Rahaman

2nd afan Kausar Khan

3rd Yash Sadhwani

VII 100 mtr Sprint (boys) 1st Sahab ahmed Khan

2nd nafees ahmed

3rd aarav Dey Sarkar

VII & VIII 100 mtr Sprint (Girls) 1st Tanisha Majumder

2nd Shyalona Ghosh

3rd Medha bhattar

VIII 100 mtr Sprint (boys) 1st Sarvagya Ranjan

2nd avik Ghosh

3rd Sagneek aratrik Sarkar

sPorts DAy
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EvEnts & ActivitiEs 

Bengali New Year’s Day
14 April 2020

Earth Day & Blue Colour Day Celebration
22 April 2020

eXPlorInG, eXPreSSInG And eXPAndInG

easter is not only the festival for the Christians, but it is for all. We 
all celebrate easter to commemorate the resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
easter is celebrated with great fanfare and religious vigour. The 
students of the pre-primary celebrated easter with great enthusiasm. 
nursery children celebrated it by making cute little bunnies. lKG 
students made the bunnies on thermocol plate. UKG children have 
coloured the easter eggs. Class I students coloured the easter eggs as 
well as they showed mesmerizing talents by making paper handprint 
bunnies. The students from higher classes also participated. Students 
of class-6 made some beautiful cards, students of class-7 made ‘easter 
eggs’ and wrote few lines about the ‘easter’. Students from class-8 
enrolled their contributions by story writing on ‘easter’. all the 
students from different classes cordially contributed.

earth day is an international event celebrated around the globe to pledge support 
for environmental protection. The motive of celebrating blue colour day was to 
make the kids aware that blue colour is the colour of the sky and sea. It symbolises 
trust, wisdom, confidence and truth. In order to emphasize the importance of both 
the days, the students of pre-primary sections celebrated both the events on the 
same day with lot of zeal. all the students wore blue coloured dress and performed 
their earth Day activity. nursery children prepared a globe with real objects and 
took part in bird feeding activity. lKG students did sorting of materials such as 
plastic, glass and paper and tried thumbprinting on a cut-out of the earth. UKG 
students did hand-printing on round shape paper with green and blue colour. Class I 
students acted like gardeners and participated in the activity of watering the plants. 
They also did germination with mustard seeds as well as made bags out of old 
clothes. Class 7 students made some models of flower vase, satellites etc. Students of 
class 8 made different ‘masks’ on the notion of the day. Students from other classes 
also contributed on the day with their art-work, collage making, poster making and 
made the event more significant.

Easter Celebration
12 April 2020

bengali new Year Day or ‘Poila basishakh’ marks the first day of the initial month 
of ‘baishakh’. a new year steps in. bengalis all over the world celebrate new Year 
on this day. The students of the pre-primary section participated whole-heartedly. 
Students of class lKG created hand-made fans with paper. Students of UKG and 
class I coloured the ‘Sun’ which emblematizes the rise of a new start, energy, life 
and strength. Class V students also took part in this event by writing 8-10 lines on 
an a4 sheet regarding the new resolutions of the new year. Students from senior 
classes also showed their passionate presence by making charts, paintings etc.



Rabindra Jayanti
8 May 2020
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Mother’s Day
10 May 2020

Non-Flame Cooking
15 May 2020

EvEnts & ActivitiEs 

“Where the mind is without fear and the head 
is held high…”, the motivation of life is being 
reverberated everyday with the chant of his 
poem. Yes, he is none other than Rabindranath 
Tagore. His birthday was celebrated with every 
iota of his creation. Students from different classes 
enthusiastically recited his poem, participated 
in dancing and enthralled the atmosphere by 
singing his captivating songs. His ideology, his 
omnipresence was well commemorated. 

non-flame cooking was organised to create awareness 
about the nutritional value of food, cooked without flame. 
The necessity and advantage of healthy eating was well 
heralded and students were encouraged to refrain from 
consuming spicy junk food. Students were told beforehand 
to be ready with the ingredients and in the live session, the 
teacher demonstrated and instructed how to make delicious 
food without using flame. This year non-flame cooking 
added extra interest as all the children of UKG and class 
I participated in the activity through online classes. UKG 
students prepared ‘aloo-chat’ and class I students prepared 
sandwiches.

MoTHeR- a word which emblematises the eternity. 
She not only creates the world but also brings up 
the world with her affection, care and sometimes 
a little scolding. Without mother, life is impossible 
for all of us. The idea to celebrate the ‘Mother’s 
Day’ is to admire and acknowledge their incessant 
blessings on us. Students of the pre-primary section 
celebrated Mother’s Day and showered their love 
by making different hand made gifts. Students of 
nursery, lKG, UKG made beautiful palm printing 
cards. Class I students prepared a Mother’s Day 
badge and sang a beautiful song for their mothers. 
all the other students surprised their mothers by 
celebrating this day very specially.

eid-Ul-fitr is also known as ‘The feast of breaking 
fast’ and it is observed by the Muslims worldwide to 
mark the end of Ramadan. Muslims across the world 
begin eid celebration by partaking in communal post 
dawn prayers. Children of the pre-primary section 
celebrated eid by making handmade cards. nursery 
children made moon and stars. lKG students made 
hand-made photo frame card. UKG students did art 
work of moon and stars on thermocol plates. Class I 
children made hand-made card and have written a 
short note for their dear ones.

EID Celebration
25 May 2020
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EvEnts & ActivitiEs 

Father’s Day
21 June 2020

on the World environment Day, students from different classes made 
charts, posters and wrote slogans on environmental awareness. 
Thereafter different parts of the slogan were collaborated to create 
a  photo collage for spreading the message to save our environment. 
Their praiseworthy efforts induced a sense of responsibility towards 
conservation and helped us to be more aware about our environment.

national Doctor’s Day is celebrated on July 1, 2020 
all over the India to pay homage to all the doctors. It 
is celebrated in the honour of the legendary doctor Dr. 
bidhan Chandra Roy. The day was celebrated to make the 
students aware about their roles and importance towards 
our society. Students from nursery to UKG celebrated 
Doctor’s Day by taking part in a role play of the doctors in 
our community. Students were dressed up like doctors as 
well as nurses. Class I students had an interactive session 
with the teachers on different types of doctors in our 
community and shared their own personal views.

If mother is the creator then a father can be a protector. The attachment with the father 
is also eternal. The celebration of father’s Day was done to acknowledge their enormous 
contribution in our life. Pre-primary students celebrated father’s Day by making cards. 
nursery children made palm printing cards for their fathers. lKG students made a face 
cutting card with a hat on top and coat. UKG made a card with the chocolate box. Class 
I students created a card that looked like a shirt for their fathers. all other students also 
cordially acknowledged the contribution of father in their lives.

World Environment Day
5 June 2020

Doctor’s Day
1 July 2020

Water play is both enjoyable and educational. It helps children to 
develop eye-hand co-ordination as well as to develop maths and 
science concepts. Pre-primary sections participated in water play 
activity through online class. nursery children did water play by 
straining the bottle caps. lKG students enjoyed cleaning their toys. 
UKG students made an aquarium as well as fishes out of foam sheets 
and enjoyed their activities. Class I students enjoyed their water play 
by doing an experiment on what is soluble and insoluble in water.

“What I have in my heart and soul must find 
a way out. That’s the reason for music.”  ----   
ludwig Van beethoven.
Music can heal our soul and help it to find 
solace. on Music Day, paintings, art and crafts 
and musical performances were organised 
where the students exhibited their love and 
passion for music and their performances were 
supplemented and accompanied with suitable 
accompaniments.

Water Play Activity
24 June 2020

World Music Day
21 June 2020
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EvEnts & ActivitiEs 

Green is the colour of life, renewal nature and 
energy. It is associated with our environment. 
Green day was celebrated with great zeal and 
enthusiasm in the pre-primary section. Students as 
well as teachers were all dressed in pretty green 
attires. nursery children were taught to identify the 
green coloured objects. UKG children did art work 
with original leaves in the class. They made tortoises 
with the thermocol plates. Class I students were 
given Hindi and bengali poems respectively and 
were asked to recite the poems on the green day by 
holding a prop related to the poem.

Green Day
3 July 2020

Infrastructure

Mango Day
June 2020

Photo GAllEry
of 2020-21

Premchand Jayanti 
July 2020

Student Art Works and Activities

aayush kumar das class 5 a yuvraj roy Chowdhury 2 asamar saha 2 B
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Photo GAllEry
of 2020-21

Van Mahotsav Celebration 
June 2020

Online Music Class

Online Orientation  
with New Parents

taufique alam 3 a

Venessa dasgupta1 BJahnvi gupa Bird studyrini sinha 4 a
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uPcominG EvEnts

stuDEnts mAkinG nEWs

Story Telling with Props

Category: Painter’s Gallery:

1. adwitiya Das  4 a
2. Sonam Soren  4 a
3. M. Rakshitha  4 a
4. Sounak Mishra  7 a

timEs niE

AbhivyAkti: DiGitAl mAGAzinE of  
shArP (nGo)

Shreyan Dasgupta  
Class 8

Category: Painting

Photo GAllEry
of 2020-21

Rakhi Making in Online Art Class

Guru Nanak Jayanti

Winter Carnival

Childrens Day Celebration

Teachers Day Celebration Durga Puja Assembly
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tEAchErs’ AchiEvEmEnts

Harshita Singh of Class IX a received a certificate of 
appreciation from Sanmarg.

Kinkini Gupta Som, Completed 
certified programme on Inclusive 
education in Schools and Teaching 
Phonics from Queensland University 
of Technology

Sudip Chatterjee,  national award 
winner for excellence in Tabla

Debanjali Chowdhury,  Completed 
certified programme on education 
for all: Disability, Diversity and 
Inclusion from University of Cape 
Town

Ms. Joyita Majumder, Received 
appreciation Honour from Jindal 
Institute of behavioral Science.

Ms. Kavita Verma, Received 

excellence in education award 

from I.I.H.M

arnab Das, Completed certified 
programme on Interactive Wall 
Display for music room and 
Creating own awesome Teaching 
Resources from Midnight Music

stuDEnts’ AchiEvEmEnts
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The Rocket

I’m building a rocket 
To go up into space 

I might visit the moon 
It’s going to be ace

I am really excited  
To see the glittery stars 

When I travel in my rocket 
Will there be aliens on Mars?

I’m building a rocket  
and having great fun 

We can zoom pass the planets 
Untill we see the sun .

I’m really excited  
To fly through the air 

let’s go passed the milky way 
I really can’t wait to go there

Sounak Mishra 
Class - 7 a

আমি প্রজাপমি হতি চাই
অতেক মিতের শখ আিার, আমি প্রজাপমি হতি চাই।

আমি প্রজাপমি হতি চাই।
রমিে িুমি পাখা মিতে

উড়ব েীলাকাতশ,
দিখব আিার মপ্রে ধরণী

দেথা, েীল সবুতজ মিতে দিতশ।
আমি প্রজাপমি হতি চাই।
দেথা দেতলরা কতর দখলা

দিতেরা বাঁতধ ঘর,
দেথা ফুতলরা েড়াে সুবাস
দোি বড় কারও োই ডর।

দসথা মশশুরা কতর িাতের দকাতল দখলা
দসথা পামখরা কতর কূজে সারাতবলা,

আমি প্রজাপমি হতি চাই-
অতেক মিতের শখ আিার, আমি প্রজাপমি হতি চাই।

          মপ্রোঞ্জো সাে্াল
সপ্তি দরেণী  মবভাি-ক

িা 
ও িা দিািাে োড়া ঘুি আতস ো,  

রামরি দশতে দভার আতস ো, 
দিতঘর দকাতল দরাি হাতস ো, 

রািধেুতি রি ভাতস ো।

িাতিা দিািাে োড়া মিে কাতি ো – 
মিমঘর জতল ফুল দফাতি ো, 
স্বপ্নরা দকউ পথ হাঁতি ো, 
পক্ীরাজও আর দোতি ো।

িাতিা দিািাে মিতেই শুরু জীবে, 
দিািাে মিতেই দশে। 

দিািাে োড়া এই িুমেোে 
োই দে খুমশর দরশ। 

িাতিা প্রমিমি বার জন্ম মেতে 
দিািার কাতে আসতবা, 

আর এিমেভাতবই সারাজীবে 
দিািাে ভাতলাবাসব।।

                                 উৎসব িাস
চিুথ্থ দরেণী, মবভাি-ক 

Nature

nature is quiet but beautiful
It keeps our minds peaceful
We can hear birds chirping

We can see butterflies fluttering
We can smell flower’s scent
We can feel wind soft sigh

everything that lives and grows is nature
even a nature is god’s creature

There must be something we can do
Save our air, Save our lives, Save our nature

Care the things around you

M. Rakshith
Class - 4 a

अमूल्य उपहार
वह था सात जुलाई का दिन-मेरा जनमदिन।हमेशा की तरह उस दिन मैं बहुत खुश था।पर न जाने 
क्या हुआ दक मेरे पररवार वालों ने मुझे जनमदिन की शुभकामनाएँ ही न िी।मैं बहुत उिास हो 
ग्या।पूरा दिन ऐसे ही बीता और शाम को मैंने अपने आप को घर में अकेला पा्या।दिर अचानक 
िरवाजे की घंटी बजी।िरवाजा खोलते ही मेरा पररवार और मेरे िोसत कीमती उपहारों एवं 
शुभकामनाओं की बाररश करने लगे और मैं बहुत-बहुत खुश हुआ।बाि में मुझे समझ आ ग्या दक 
मेरे पररवार वाले मुझे ्यह  सीख िनेा चाहते थे दक ‘सब्र का िल मीठा होता ह।ै’ ्यही सीख मेरे 
जीवन का अमूल्य उपहार बन गई।

ववहान पासवान
=+‡FF-VI-a

प्यारी माँ
प्यारी जग से न्यारी माँ,
खुवश्याँ ितेी प्यारी माँ।

चलना -दिरना हमें वसखाती माँ
सच्ा पथ दिखलाती माँ।
खाना हमें वखलाती माँ,
लोरी हमें सुनाती माँ।

थपकी िकेर सुलाती माँ,
कष्ों से हमें बचाती माँ।
प्यारी जग से न्यारी माँ
खुवश्याँ ितेी प्यारी माँ।

कृवतका ्यािव 
=+‡FF –V-a

chilDrEn’s cornEr
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simple can be harder than complex: you have to work hard to get your thinking clean to make it simple. But it’s 
worth it in the end because once you get there, you can move mountains.
Steve Jobs

Yuvraj Singh: This “Punjab da Puttar” has given us wonderful moments from 2002 in lords 
to ICC World T20 in 2007, to 2011 Cricket World Cup. Hardly did he know that this winning 
glory was waiting to be overshadowed by the deadly disease he had been carrying in his 
lung. Yuvraj Singh’s cancer story is a living testament of how far a human soul can go and 
how much power each of us have in ourselves if we have the zeal to fight back to life for 
the passion we have. Yuvi is the man who revolutionized the fielding standards of Indians 
and the hero of the 2007 and 2011 World Cups. Moreover, he is a man who refused to give 
up and played the 2011 CWC though he was struggling to manage his breath, vomiting 
frequently suffering from lung pain and nausea because he chose to give his best than losing 
it to his adverse health situations. He said the only thing that kept him going was his mental 
strength that he gained being a sportsman for so many years. as the treatment was a long 
and mentally draining phase of his life, he said, it was important to be mentally strong since 
the stronger one is mentally, the stronger the body starts believing it is. 

Sports Facts

Fun Facts

Feedbacks

1. Priyanjana Sanyal: During these days of crisis due to covid 19 pandemic,  the online classes are really very helpful for the 
children. The efforts on the part of the teachers is really appreciable. Please continue with your curriculum and also keep the 
children occupied with physical activity classes/programme as much as possible because that can really help them to stay fit.

2. Shibayan Ghosh: Though my son Shibayan  Ghosh is a new student of this school, but we're really impressed by the on line 
sessions  as we have navigated over past one month. now more than ever we are proud to say, that Shibayan is one of the 
student of this school and grateful to have such wonderful teachers in all of you. Thank you for all of yours great lessons and 
efforts.                    

3. Rheanna Bernard: first of all I would like to thank my school for arranging online classes during this pandemic. Classes are 
very well planned and laid out by our teachers. Teachers are giving their best for us students. even yoga n aDMI classes are 
being given equal importance and is taken online. even homework is checked and mistakes pointed out to us. Thanks to 
our teachers and all those who are associated in making us students do our classes online. Though I miss going to school but 
then online classes is a different experience

Do you know all the seven continents of present day were attached to each other once upon a time?

Pangaea was  a super continent that existed millions of years ago when the dinosaurs would roam around 
the world. Millions years ago the movement of tectonic plates over the earth's rocky shell known as mantle 
led to great collisions with each other that resulted in birth of this super continent named Pangaea. all the 
seven continents of present day were part of this big landmass.

and this super continent  was surrounded by a super ocean named Panthalassa . It comprised all the present 
oceans.   

Isn’t it interesting?

Picture of that super continent and super ocean is given here. 


